HA7020 – INTUITY WIFI RFLC
BRIDGE
This is the Intuity WiFi RFLC Bridge. The WiFi to RFLC Bridge
enables the Intuity Automation Controller to operate
compatible Legrand RFLC lighting devices. Mounting to a single
gang wall box and communicating via WiFi to the Intuity
HA7000, the WiFi to RFLC Bridge allows control using Legrand’s
proprietary Top Dog technology.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2101-XX
–
WALL
UNIVERSAL RF DIMMER

TRU-

This is the Wall Tru-Universal RF Dimmer. The radiant®
collection is a step up from the standard with simple, classic
options in wiring devices, home automation controls and
screwless wall plates that complement today’s homes.
The In-Wall Tru-Universal Dimmer operates all dimmable
lighting types and loads using the home’s existing electrical
wiring. Its patented Tru-Universal technology automatically
adapts to any load or combination of loads attached to it,
eliminating flicker, early dropout, or “pop-on” deficiencies
which can plague other non-adaptive dimmers.
Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and dimmers also
integrate with the Intuity home automation system by Legrand
for unified control of lights, security, audio, and more.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2102-XX
–
WALL
2-WIRE
INCANDESCENT RF DIMMER
This is the Wall 2-Wire Incandescent RF Dimmer. The radiant®
collection is a step up from the standard with simple, classic
options in wiring devices, home automation controls and
screwless wall plates that complement today’s homes.
The 2-Wire Incandescent RF Dimmer dims traditional
incandescent loads using the home’s existing electrical
wiring. Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and dimmers
also integrate with the Intuity home automation system by
Legrand for unified control of lights, security, audio, and
more.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2103-XX – WALL REMOTE RF
DIMMER
This is the Wall Remote RF Dimmer. The radiant® collection is
a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates that complement today’s homes.
The Remote RF Dimmer provides convenient control from multiple
access points when used with a load-bearing RF dimmer (LC2101,
LC2102, LC2150). Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and
dimmers also integrate with the Intuity home automation system
by Legrand for unified control of lights, security, audio, and
more.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2150
–
PLUGIN
RF
UNIVERSAL LAMP MODULE

TRU

This is the Plugin RF Tru Universal Lamp Module. Control all
dimmable table and floor lamps (up to 300W) with this plug in
RF module. Can be linked to and operated by other RFLC devices
and controllers, and plugs into any grounded outlet.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2201-XX
SWITCH

–

WALL

1500W

RF

This is the Wall 1500W RF Switch. The radiant® collection is a
step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates that complement today’s homes.
This in-wall switch can easily control any non-dimmable load

or device. In the radiant® style, the LC2201 shares the
collection’s fit and finish for consistent color and clean,
low-profile design. Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and
dimmers integrate with Intuity Home Intelligence, for superior
and unified home control of your lights, security, audio,
comfort, and more.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2203-XX – WALL REMOTE RF
SWITCH
This is the Wall Remote RF Switch. The radiant® collection is
a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates that complement today’s homes.The Remote RF Switch
provides convenient control from multiple access points when
used in conjunction with a load-bearing RF switch (LC2201,
MRP7-W).

Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and dimmers also
integrate with the Intuity home automation system by Legrand
for unified control of lights, security, audio, and more.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC2303-XX –
CONTROLLER

WALL

RF

SCENE

This is the Wall RF Scene Controller. The radiant® collection
is a step up from the standard with simple, classic options in
wiring devices, home automation controls and screwless wall
plates that complement today’s homes.
The Scene Controller is an in-wall keypad that pairs with the
Whole House Lighting Controller and installed RF Lighting
Control devices to trigger preconfigured lighting scenes.
Legrand’s RF Lighting Control switches and dimmers also
integrate with the Intuity home automation system by Legrand
for unified control of lights, security, audio, and more.

Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC7001 – WHOLE HOUSE LIGHTING
CONTROLLER
Set a schedule for superior lighting, while enjoying the
convenience of app-based management for the entire home, with
The Hub LC7001 Whole House Lighting Controller!
Compatible with Legrand’s RF Lighting Control devices, the
LC7001 connects by Ethernet to a home’s network to enable easy
management and automation of a home’s lights, all through the
intuitive and aesthetic Legrand Lighting Control app for iOS
mobile devices. Using a real-time clock with location-based
settings, users can program lighting scenes for specific times
– such as lights on at sunset, or lights out at dawn – as well
as manage individual or groups of lights with a simple press
of a finger.
FEATURES

Enables management and automation of a home’s lights
through an iOS app for mobile devices
Contains a real-time clock for scheduling specific timeof-day lighting scenes
Controls individual lights as well as groups of lights,
and executes full scenes
Allows up to 100 scenes and 100 zones
Powered by POE or Plug-In Power Supply
Blends in easily with a sleek, compact design
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

LC7500-WH
–
RF LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM ST
ARTER KIT
This is the RF Lighting Control System Starter Kit. The
radiant® RF Lighting Control System offers simple control, a
variety of device types, customizabl scenes and the

convenience of Android and iOS apps, so control is always in
hand. This RF Lighting Control System Starter Kit (LC7500WH)
includes:
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(4)

LC7001 Whole House Lighting Controller
LC2101WH InWall TruUniversal RF Dimmer, White
LC2201WH InWall 1500W RF Switch, White
LC2203WH InWall 3Way Switch, White
RWP26W OneGang Screwless Wall Plate, White

Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

MR2000
–
WALL
INCANDESCENT DIMMER

BOX

This is the 2000W Wall Box Incandescent Dimmer. The box dimmer
operates as a remove mounted dimmer for operating large
lighting loads, and works in conjunction with multi-location
controllers to provide true multi-way lighting.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the

radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.
*HGTV, HGTV Smart Home, HGTV Smart Home Giveaway and their
associated logos are trademarks of Scripps Network, LLC. Used
with permission, all rights reserved.

MR232-G – RS232 RF INTERFACE
This is the RS232 RF Interface. The MR232-G RS232 to RF
Interface integrates the radiant® RF Lighting Control and
adorne® Wi-Fi Ready lighting control systems to RS232compliant home theater systems and other compliant devices.
Drivers for Control4 and Crestron are available for download
in the Resources dropdown menu.
Everyone wants a home that’s a step above ordinary. Now the
radiant ® collection of switches, outlets, dimmers and home
automation controls by Legrand puts that stylish finishing
touch affordably within reach. radiant gets rid of unsightly
screws, delivering clean looks in a range of colors and
metallic finishes. Put more modern convenience at your
fingertips. Go more radiant. Check out the radiant collection.

